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On leave
Bauer, Robert (educ lv AY-50%)
Bergvelt, Maarten (sabb Fall)
Katz, Sheldon (sabb Spr)
Kedem, Rinat (sabb Fall)
Kerman, Ely (sabb Spr)
Leininger, Christopher (sabb Spr)
Li, Xiaochun (sabb Spr)
Mineyev, Igor (sabb AY)
Reznick, Bruce (CAS Fall)
Rosenblatt, Joe (sabb Spr)
Song, Renming (sabb Spr)
Yong, Alexander (CAS Spr)

Math Academic Disciplinary
same members as Capricious Grading plus one undergraduate
Funk, Kelly (13)
Serwy, Julie
Vandehey, Joseph (13)

Math Affirmative Action
Junge, Marius

Math Area Chair
Gorvett, Richard (Act Sci)
Schenck, Henry (Alg Geom)
Kapovich, Ilya (Alg)
Hinkkanen, Aimo (AN)
West, Douglas (Comb)
Laugesen, Richard (Diff Eq)
Rezk, Charles (Geo/Top)
Erdogan, M. Burak (Honors)
Solecki, Slawomir (Logic)
Berndt, Bruce (NT)
Bauer, Robert (Prob)

Math Capricious Grading
3 elected faculty w/ staggered 2 yr terms, no more than 2 full profs; + 2 TAs each w/ 2yr terms; elect fac chair
Dunfield, Nathan * (13)
Bergvelt, Maarten (12)
Hildebrand, A. J. (13)
Funk, Kelly (13)
Vandehey, Joseph (13)

Math Colloquium
4 appointed faculty
Kapovich, Ilya *
Balogh, Jozsef
Erdogan, M. Burak
Berndt, Bruce (MSS)

Math Comp Exams
January, May, August
Duursma, Iwan (Alg NT-530)
Zaharescu, Alexandru (Alg NT-530)
Duursma, Iwan (Alge-500)
van den Dries, Lou (Alge-500)
Bergvelt, Maarten (Alge-501)
Robinson, Derek (Alge-501)
Ford, Kevin (AN NT-531)
Lamzouri, Youness (AN NT-531)
Erdogan, M. Burak (Ana-540)
Wu, Jang-Mei (Ana-540)
Boca, Florin (Ana-542)
Merenkov, Sergiy (Ana-542)
Kostochka, Alexandr (Comb-580)
Yong, Alexander (Comb-580)
Leininger, Christopher (Geom-518)
Lerman, Eugene (Geom-518)

Math Computer Steering
3-5 appointed faculty + Sys Staff, BusMgr, NetMath Dir
Hildebrand, A. J. *
Francis, George
Kirr, Eduard-Wilhelm
Chappell, Paul (ex.o non-v)
Harris, Wendy (ex.o non-v)
Manton, Jonathan (ex.o non-v)
Woods, Debra (ex.o non-v)

Math Course Steward
members serve two-year terms
Murphy, Robert (12) (220/221)
Bradlow, Steve (12) (225)
Ahlgren, Scott (12) (231)
Muncaster, Robert (12) (234)
Nikolaev, Igor (12) (241)
Hildebrand, A. J. (12) (347/348)
Bergvelt, Maarten (12) (415)
Manfroi, Aldo (13) (285/286)

Math Development
Katz, Sheldon *

Math Elections
Albin, Pierre
Kirkpatrick, Kay

Math Executive Committee
Ando, Matthew *
Kostochka, Alexandr (13)
Lerman, Eugene (13)
Ruan, Zhong-Jin (12)
Solecki, Slawomir (13)
Tolman, Susan (12)
Tyson, Jeremy (12)

Math Feasibility Study Steering
Katz, Sheldon *
Laugesen, Richard
Nevins, Thomas
Harris, Wendy

* denotes Committee Chair.
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Math Fellowship
3-4 appointed faculty + DGS
McCarthy, Randy *
D'Angelo, John
Dutta, Sankar
Ivanov, Sergei

Math Grad Affairs (GAC)
5 appointed faculty w/ staggered 2 yr terms; 2 Math grad students each w/ 1 yr term; + DGS
Nevins, Thomas * (13)
Hur, Vera (13)
Junge, Marius (12)
Laugesen, Richard (13)
Rezk, Charles (12)
McCarthy, Randy (ex.o v)
Funk, Kelly
Rochford, Austin

Math Graduate Application Screening
D'Angelo, John
Dutta, Sankar
Ford, Kevin
Haboush, Bill
Kerr, Eduard-Wilhelm
Kostochka, Alexandr
La Nave, Gabriele
Lerman, Eugene
Reznick, Bruce
Tumanov, Alex

Math Graduate Review
McCarthy, Randy *
Nevins, Thomas

Math Grievance
4 elected faculty w/ staggered 2 yr terms; elect own chair
Dunfield, Nathan (12)
Kapovich, Ilya (13)
Laugesen, Richard (12)
Nevins, Thomas (13)

Math Guided Individual Study
Woods, Debra

Math Honors
Erdogan, M. Burak *
Athreya, Jayadev
Lerman, Eugene

Math Liaison - Beckman Inst Coord Coi
Ando, Matthew

Math Liaison - Energy
Boca, Florin
Harris, Wendy

Math Liaison - Engineering
Baryshnikov, Yuliy

Math Liaison - IMA
Ando, Matthew

Math Liaison - Library
Kapovich, Ilya

Math Liaison - MSRI
Ando, Matthew

Math MCTP
D'Angelo, John

Math Online Education
Sowers, Richard *
Francis, George
Gorvett, Richard
Harris, Wendy
Woods, Debra

Math P & T
10 tenured appointed faculty w/ staggered 2 yr terms; elect own chair
van den Dries, Lou * (13)
Bradlow, Steve (12)
Bronski, Jared (13)
Ford, Kevin (12)
Hildebrand, A. J. (13)
Junge, Marius (13)
Nikolaev, Igor (12)
Song, Renming (fall)
Tumanov, Alex (12)
Wu, Jang-Mei (13)
Ando, Matthew (ex.o v)

Math Pi Mu Epsilon
Leininger, Christopher
Reznick, Bruce

Math Picnic Committee
Francis, George *
Boca, Florin
Palmore, Julian
Tzirakis, Nikolaos

Math Postdoc Search
5 appointed faculty
Schenck, Henry *
Balogh, Jozsef
Duursma, Iwan
Erdogan, M. Burak
Leininger, Christopher
Rapti, Zoi
Song, Renming

Math Prizes
2-3 appointed faculty + DUS ex o v
Zharnitsky, Vadim *
Yong, Alexander
Muncaster, Robert (ex.o v)

Math Proficiency Exams
1 appointed faculty
Balogh, Jozsef

Math Putnam
2-3 appointed faculty
Hildebrand, A. J.
Kutzarova, Denka

Math Salary Data
Laugesen, Richard
Loeb, Peter

Math Senior Hiring
Athreya, Jayadev
Ford, Kevin

* denotes Committee Chair.
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Katz, Sheldon
Rezk, Charles
van den Dries, Lou
Zharnitsky, Vadim

Math Space
Boca, Florin
Erdogan, M. Burak
Harris, Wendy

Math Study Abroad
Nikolaev, Igor *
Ivanov, Sergei

Math TA orientation
2-4 appointed faculty + DGS, Assoc DGS, Assoc Chair, Dir TA Mentoring, all ex o v
Dunfield, Nathan
Francis, George
Laugesen, Richard
McNeilly, Jennifer
Murphy, Robert
Nevins, Thomas
Ahlgren, Scott (ex.o v)
McCarthy, Randy (ex.o v)
Mortensen, Karen (ex.o v)

Math Target of Opportunity (TOP)
Berndt, Bruce
Rapti, Zoi

Math Teaching Awards
2-5 appointed faculty
Hildebrand, A. J. *
DeVille, Robert (Lee)
Hinkkanen, Aimo
McNeilly, Jennifer
Muncaster, Robert
Ahlgren, Scott (ex.o)
Keyvan, Chanel
Ray, Brian

Math Undergrad Advising
To be arranged by DUS
Muncaster, Robert *
Berndt, Bruce
Hinkkanen, Aimo
Kutzarova, Denka
Lerman, Eugene
McNeilly, Jennifer
Merenkov, Sergiy
Tyson, Jeremy
Wu, Jang-Mei
Zharnitsky, Vadim

Math Undergrad Affairs (UAC)
4 appointed faculty w/ staggered 2 yr terms; 1 undergraduate student + 1 graduate student, each w/ 1yr term + DUS
Zaharescu, Alexandru * (13)
Dunfield, Nathan (13)
Hildebrand, A. J. (12)
Kedem, Rinat (spring)
Kerman, Ely (fall)
Ahlgren, Scott (ex.o non-v)
Bronski, Jared (ex.o non-v)
Muncaster, Robert (ex.o v)
DeJarnette, Noel
Guo, Meng (fall)
Keyvan, Chanel (spring)

LAS Admiss & Academic Standards
Muncaster, Robert

LAS Faculty Appeals
nominations accepted
D’Angelo, John (14)

LAS Honors Council
appointed by LAS Comtee on Comtees
Laugesen, Richard

Campus General Education Cmte
Junge, Marius

Campus Honors Program Steering
Francis, George

Campus Krannert Review Group
Katz, Sheldon *

Campus Provost Search
Rosenblatt, Joe (spring)

* denotes Committee Chair.